
Bulk A to Z, The Pak Has Your Back!
If you’re in transport, check out PakEnergy 
Transportation. We eliminate the worst parts of your 
workday -- the time- and money-wasters -- with 
transportation automation software and advanced 
intelligence, so you can operate your business with 
every advantage of an oil & gas supermajor. 

“Buying PakEnergy Transportation was the
best decision we made last year.”

CFO of BML
-David Lynne

Modern, easy-to-use software gives
you a competitive edge
PakEnergy Transportation is simple, yet powerful. It’s 
built by truckers for truckers, so even the most 
reluctant dispatchers and drivers love it. The software 
“speaks the language” and positions your team to 
perform at their best and help grow your business. 

“We can actually upload all of our tickets from the previous day, get all the 
data and reports together, and have meaningful meetings. It’s been great. 
We did 150 loads yesterday, and it took a couple of minutes to upload 
those tickets into the system and generate reports.”

Get a deeper understanding of your
business and work smarter
PakEnergy’s customizable reports and dashboards 
let you visualize trends, mitigate disruptions, and 
gain a competitive edge with advanced, reliable 
data analytics – at your fingertips and in real-time.

“Now they can focus on their job instead of on the software. PakEnergy 
provides the most technologically advanced and integrated mobile 
solution in the fuel industry. Their mobile platform is light years ahead of 
the competition and PakEnergy will keep it that way. The return on 
investment is massive and they are a great company to partner with.”

Instant integration with ELDs
Seamless integration with most ELDs 
(including Geotab & Samsara) means 
your real-time data is just a click away!

Easily manage commodities
Set up separate profiles for multiple 
commodities and schedule everything 
from one place - no more logging into 
multiple systems. 

Know where your drivers are
Drivers spending too much time on 
breaks? You’ll see exactly where they 
are, so you can quickly get them back 
on the road.

Game-changing transportation 
management software for crude, 
sand, gravel, water, lime, waste, 
aggregate, chemicals and more
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3rd party dispatch capabilities
Streamline load assignment & ticket data exchange, receive real-time updates, and electronically tender loads 
from one PakEnergy Transportation company to another. Eliminate data integrity issues with master data flowing 
from you to the dispatch company.

 Still using an in-house transportation solution?
If your people are coding, imagine what they could be doing instead to help grow your business. We offer custom 
software without the headaches or the premium price, so you can work better and smarter for less. Where do you 
want to be next year? We scale with you to help you get there.

 Stop using pen & paper and put an end to manual Excel file creation
Eliminate missing or illegible tickets, human error, double entries, and manual validations. Stop scrounging for 
data from multiple sources. PakEnergy’s transportation software empowers your team and gives you clear 
visibility of your business – all in one easy-to-use system.

Integrate with every part of your business
PakEnergy system easily integrates with most accounting software with invoicing and payroll all in one place, 
including custom invoicing with if/then rules. Easily specify severed or suspended leases and sync with 
Transportation so dispatchers can’t schedule loads to these leases.

Have you already invested a lot of $$ in your Transportation software?
Is your software really doing everything you need it to? What’s it not doing that’s keeping you up at night? We 
start with a discovery call and build a solution to meet your specific needs. It’s a customized system – just for you 
– without the premium price.

24/7 support means you and your drivers stay focused on business
 Drivers shouldn’t be wasting time struggling with buggy software and neither should you. PakEnergy’s customer 
success team is just a phone call away with 24/7 hour availability. “One thing I really like about PakEnergy is 
they’ve got a 24-hour support number. If our drivers are having issues with the tablets or the software, they 
call that number. We have very few issues on the support side. It’s all been great.”

Maximize your loads
Simple drag & drop scheduling lets you maximize loads – including series with different frequencies. 
Dispatchers can plan and schedule ahead, email schedules to drivers, and even assign loads to specific 
drivers. Drivers and dispatchers love it!

Safety & compliance worries? Never miss a renewal!
Photo feature prompts drivers to take photos for proof of delivery/pickup and dispatchers sync pics with tickets 
– only available in PakEnergy Transportation! Customize your system to send alerts for compliance renewals. 
Easily remove out-of-compliance drivers from the dispatch roster.
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